Drivingyourdream
Experts in independent automotive manufacturers
We have the largest global compilation of current car manufacturers until 2014, with more than 3,300 car brands.

Let’s see some examples.
APC (Armoured personnel carrier)
Off Road
AWESOME & UNIQUE CARS

If you want something extremely unique, you will find it here.
Urban Cars
Modern Classic Cars

Cars with old aesthetics, but current manufactured.

There are also a large number of car replicas manufacturers of almost any existing vehicle.

Many of them use original molds and they're endorsed by the original manufacturer.
Sport Cars
Drivingyourdream
Sport Cars
SPOTS CARS

Exoskeleton

Bow Cars

Open-Wheeled
01 What does this program consist of?
It’s a voluntary free licensing program with which you will access hundreds of hard to find car brands. You will not charge or pay for image rights. You are also allowed to negotiate additional costs privately (manufacturing of models for the film, 3D car design for a video game, shipping, logistics ...) as long as the philosophy of free licensing is maintained. Drivingyourdream isn’t a mediator in these negotiations.

02 Does this require any commitment?
No, it doesn’t require any kind of commitment. You are free to accept and reject agreements according to your best interest.

03 Does it have any cost?
Of course not. In the same way, we never require any kind of commission.

04 What do I have to do to know new Low Volume Car Brands?
We need an email giving us permission to send you the information when there are interesting updates. It isn’t used for commercial purposes. We will inform you about the new brands added to our website, their contact info, location and their predisposition to appear in movies, video games, etc.
THANK YOU